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Session Overview 

• Historical Recap
• What’s Changed

• New Challenges
• New Opportunities

The SFFA 
Decision:           

Key Takeaways

• Beyond Admissions
• The Political Fallout
• The New Litigation Landscape 

The SFFA 
Decision:  

Implications and 
Fallout

• Articulating Goals and Objectives
• Assessing Policy and Program 

Designs 

Implications for 
Societies:          

Key Considerations 
for DEI Leadership
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SFFA Guidance and Analysis

Nothing in this presentation should be construed as legal 
advice, which is highly fact- and context-specific. To review 

EducationCounsel’s preliminary SFFA guidance and 
analysis, please visit:

https://highered.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/sffa-case-
preliminary-summary-analysis.pdf

https://highered.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/sffa-case-preliminary-summary-analysis.pdf
https://highered.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/sffa-case-preliminary-summary-analysis.pdf
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The SFFA Decision: 
The Key Takeaways 
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Before the SFFA Decision:  
Over Four Decades of Aligned Precedent

1978: Bakke
•J. Powell
•EBD = Compelling 
Interest Concept

1994:  USED 
Title VI Aid 
Policy
Rescinded in 2020

1980:  USED 
Title VI 
Regulations

2003: Grutter/ Gratz
• Majority
• EBD=
• Compelling Interest
• Strict Scrutiny Framework

2013: Fisher I
•Majority
•Rigor on Inquiry/ Evidence re 
Necessity/Race-Neutral 
Strategies

2016: Fisher II 
• 4-3 Majority
• Emphasis on Evidence
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The SFFA Decision: Revisionism at Its Worst 

• Court: The conclusion that Harvard/UNC lack compelling 
interests in diversity is consistent with precedent.

• Reality check:  It is not. The interests advanced by Harvard/UNC 
mirror those upheld in prior cases.

Law Upended

• Court: Harvard’s/UNC’s consideration of racial status reflects a 
mechanized, exclusive status determination.

• Reality check: It does not.  The consideration of race was 
nuanced and integrated as part of authentic holistic review 
principles associated with mix of factors. 

Facts Created

• Court: The Constitution is color-blind. 
• Reality check:  Demonstrably wrong.  Text and legislative activity 

contemporaneous with 14th Amendment debunk this articulated 
view. 

Constitutional 
Principles Undone
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The SFFA Decision: Practical Takeaways

• “Universities may define their missions as they see fit.”
• Harvard’s and UNC’s missions are “worthy” and 

“commendable.”

Deference on 
Mission

• Harvard’s and UNC’s consideration of an applicant’s racial 
status lacks a compelling interest and appropriate policy 
design (“zero sum” consideration of race & no specific end 
date)

Unlawful 
Consideration of 

Racial Status

• Universities may consider valued qualities relevant to an 
applicant’s discussion of how race affected their life—
”through discrimination, inspiration, or otherwise.”

Permissible Valued 
Qualities Associated 

with Race
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The SFFA Decision: 
Implications and Fallout
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Breadth of Key Issues in the Enrollment Landscape

Recruitment Selection Yield

Generally permis s ive lands cape re: “inclus ive” 
practices ; provides  s trategic DEI  
opportunities .  But details  matter. 

Longs tanding nondis crimination principles  
remain intact; apply with fidelity. High ris k if 
SFFA implications  are not fully cons idered—

e.g. what compelling interes t will s upport race 
s tatus -cons cious  aid?

Key Practice Points

• Purs ue inclus ive, targeted (information/ 
networking) practices .

• Focus  on any individual opportunity/ benefit 
provided if informed by s tudent’s  racial s ta tus ; 
s ome legal ris k.

• Des ign comms  and webs ite with big picture: 
Show connectivity of a ll rela ted programs .

• Es tablis h clear s tatement of valued qualities  
that are mis s ion aligned.

• Probe the ways  in which racial 
experience/ pers pective may inform evaluation 
of thos e qualities , & as s ure that inquiries  elicit 
relevant information 

• Adapt policies  & practices  to align with SFFA 
framework where feas ible, maintaining focus  on 
avenues  for permis s ible cons ideration of 
relevant s tudent background, experience & 
goals . 

• Recognize aid-admis s ion dis tinctions :  e.g., no 
zero s um.

• Cons ider pool & match

Clarity of SFFA decis ion s hould be bas eline for 
policy and practice, reflecting the prohibition 

and permis s ion:  
“No” to racial s tatus ; 

“Yes ” to qualities  relevant to racial 
experience/pers pective. 



Legislation passed into law

Legislation active

Legislation tabled, failed, or 
vetoed

*Legislation introduced in 2021 through present

Higher Education Anti-DEI Bills



Legislation passed into law

*Legislation introduced in 2021 through present

Higher Education Anti-DEI Bills 
Passed into Law
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The New, Emerging Litigation Landscape  

• New compelling interests can be established: 
distinguishable from Harvard/UNC; distinct disciplines 
(e.g., healthcare); sufficiently measurable/capable of 
evaluation 

New compelling interests 
justify race status-
conscious action

• Enrollment data re race are “too good”
• Opinion extends to non-admissions practices

IHEs aren’t following 
SFFA

• Advocates have leveraged a higher ed admission 
decision to challenge other race status-conscious 
programs—employment, philanthropy, and more

Expanded attacks on DEI 
policies and programs

• “Race-neutral” policies & practices mask unlawful 
intent & impact.  Neutrality is a ruse.  Ex:  Thomas 
Jefferson High School case

Facially neutral policies 
are race-conscious and 

unlawful. 
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Key Considerations for Leadership
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Key Areas of Focus for Societies 

Articulation of goals and objectives should be carefully considered—avoid 
painting an unnecessary target on your back with overly mechanical or quota-
like language
Consider refinements that align with core DEI interests, with inclusivity

Narrative

Ground decisions in mission, institutional/ organizational experience, and 
general research (key data, trends, projections)
Explore design options that mirror the permissible avenues set forth by 
SFFA—including the vast array of legally race-neutral, DEI framed avenues

Policy Design

Consider innovative ideas that advance DEI goals in strategic ways with 
awareness of relevant legal risk

Mission is the north star; law is the design parameter

Risk 
Management 
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Important Baselines for Societies 

Articulation of                                     
Goals and Objectives

• Enhance articulation to fully 
describe value of DEI strategies—
including with connectivity to 
principles of excellence and merit

• Avoid jargon—define concepts 
and value of programs fully, with 
explanations that make sense to 
non-experts (and skeptics!)

Establishment of               
Policy/Program Design Parameters

• Consider expressly inclusive 
criteria that support core 
education aims

• Evaluate prospects for ‘mapping’ 
SFFA frame regarding permissible 
student experience, perspectives 
and goals regarding race
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Thank You!

Art Coleman
art.coleman@educationcounsel.com

Founding Partner
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